ABSTRACT The emergence of Internet protocol suites and packet-switching technologies tends to the considerations of security, privacy, scalability, and reliability in layered Internet service architectures. The existing service systems allow us to access big data, but few studies focus on the fundamental security and stability in these systems, especially when they involve large-scale networks with overloaded private information. In this paper, we explored the blockchain-based mechanism that aims to improve the critical features of traditional Internet services, including autonomous and decentralized processing, smart contractual enforcement of goals, and traceable trustworthiness in tamper-proof transactions. Furthermore, we provide a comprehensive review to conceptualize the blockchain-based framework to develop the decentralized protocols for the extensive number of Internet services. This comprehensive survey aims to address blockchain integration to secure Internet services and identify the critical requirements of developing a decentralized trustworthy Internet service. Additionally, we present a case study of the blockchain-based Internet of Things (IoT) for neuro-informatics to illustrate the potential applications of blockchain architectures. Finally, we summarize the trends and challenges of blockchain architectures that benefit a multitude of disciplines across all the Internet service fields of interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
The original Internet service architecture was to build a common decentralized network with equal participation, that communicated using peer to peer interconnectivity without relying on a single computer [1] . Another important consideration of the original Internet's plan was that computers must be interoperable among dissimilar systems, so that more devices could be a part of the network.
However, after the first dot-com bubble [2] , large corporations (such as Google and Amazon) realized that the largest value gained from this decentralized network involves gathering, organizing, and monetizing information through centralized services. These companies therefore built their value by growing massive centralized databases using freely-obtainable private, personal data that is then deployed on the Internet, and these changes led to the Internet's service
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Today, the Internet is physically decentralized, but it contains critical components for data processing, social media, advertising and crowdsourcing that use large centralized services. The traditional Internet service consists of three groups of roles: service requesters, big corporations (service provider) and the centralized database ( Figure 1 ). Service requesters are responsible for requesting services from service providers who provide various Internet services. Almost every service provider has its own data center, where it stores user data and runs its applications. As shown in Figure 1 (a), it can be seen that as the public has a greater reliance on such services, it is of substantial fiscal benefit for the big corporations to keep their services maintained and remain proprietary.
However, such concentrated centralization has also created a growing number of issues [3] . First, traditional Internet service architectures are vulnerable to denial of service, which makes the services unavailable, such as the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2008 [4] . Secondly, the majority of Internet services rely on the centralized database, which suffers from a single point of failure, as they provide attackers a single target to hack. For instance, when centralized services such as LinkedIn or Gmail Services fail, all the websites and applications that depend on them stop working. Third, users' identity information (e.g. name, email address and phone number) and task solutions are saved in a centralized database, which now may contain many aspects of concern to data privacy. Users can never tell about what goes on behind the walled gardens of centralized services. Therefore, they do not precisely know how much data these services collect about them and how that data is used. Furthermore, when a service requester and provider are in dispute, they need a trustworthy network to give a subjective arbitration, which may lead to a behavior known as 'error-reporting'. In short, it can be seen that the existing Internet service implementations achieve information transmission and sharing in a decentralized manner, but there has not been sufficient scrutiny and action in guaranteeing transactional trust and the exchange of wealth or value across the Internet.
Therefore, building a trustworthy Internet is a very important and fundamental task. There have been many research topics to deal with part of the above mentioned issues in Internet services. These topics are mainly related to attack detection and prevention, failing with single-point solutions and privacy protection. For example, data anonymization [5] , [6] , differential privacy [7] , [8] and encryption schemes [9] - [11] are proposed to protect personal data privacy. Reputation-based security mechanisms are designed to identify and predict transaction safety based on overall use and reputation over a wide community of users. Distributed architectures are proposed to address the single point of failure problem. However, at present, none of the existing work has solved all issues simultaneously. Therefore, our research is motivated by how to design a decentralized framework with distributed data verification, scalability and security, where blockchain technology potentially fulfills this purpose -as shown in Figure 1 (b).
Blockchain is a relatively new platform technology, which is widely known and it was developed primarily to use with Bitcoin cryptocurrency [12] . Blockchain is based on decentralized networking and one of its main characteristics is to guarantee the safety and integrity of data. The technology is scalable and robust and all participant nodes provide resources in a fair manner, which alleviates many-toone traffic flow bottlenecks. This technique decreases traffic delays and defeats the errors due to a single point of failure [13] , [14] .
To address scalability and trust concerns, Hart claims that a network framework cannot be based on a single entity to manage the network's infrastructure. Instead it requires peer to peer (P2P) resource management [15] . Therefore, blockchain would be an ideal solution to secure the Internet in addition to the various services layered upon it. This would increase the fundamental baseline security and as blockchain has excellent extensibility features such as scriptable programmability, and it supports new types of layered Internet services. In short, the contributions of this research are as follow: 1) Conceptualize a comprehensive survey on the current challenges of Internet service architectures and describe the vision of building a blockchain-based architecture to guide future design and implementation of decentralized protocols. 2) Present a concrete and key requirement of building a decentralized Internet service based on the blockchain technology to reach its full potential. 3) Discuss the future trends and challenges in the design of blockchain-based Internet service architecture for the future directions of research and development. 4) Demonstrate the blockchain-based internet service architecture through a blockchain-based IoT for neuro-informatics application to explain the feasibility.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work, and we analyze the current challenges in Internet service architectures in Section III. Section IV describes the key concepts of the security mechanisms between blockchain and traditional solution through different planes. Section V describes the vision of building blockchain-based Internet service architecture and a case study of blockchain-based IoT for neuro-informatics is demonstrated to explain the integrated blockchain-based architecture. The detailed technical requirements under the architecture are described in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the future challenges and trends in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Since 2009 to now, blockchain has attracted a considerable amount of attention in applied fields ranging from Bitcoin to financial services, supply-chain management, Internet of things, Internet services and so on. Many researchers think 'Internet+Blockchain' represents an ideal solution to build a new Internet architecture with value at a low cost. In this section, the existing blockchain-related academic papers are mainly reviewed from four primary areas: constructive technologies for blockchain, applications for blockchain, evaluation and opportunities as shown in table 1.
A. CONSTRUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR BLOCKCHAIN
this section focuses on improving the current components of blockchain such as data structure design, security enhancement and privacy protection as well as current consensus protocol improvement. The research on data structure was firstly based on hash-tables, however with the significant growth of blockchain usage, several new data structures with scalable, light-weight and decentralized features were proposed. In this regard, Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for maintaining transaction information and RadixDLT for scaling linearly in an unbounded and efficient manner are the proposed structures. Some researchers have discussed how to make a possible solution using blockchain for building mutual trust within society. For example, an automated manager without any third-party intervention was presented to turn a blockchain into access control. The decentralized system was proposed to retain transactional privacy from public view using cryptographic primitives such as zero-knowledge proofs. In addition, many researchers focus on consensus protocols, such as the improvement of the performance and efficiency of existing protocols as well as the creation of new consensus protocols.
B. APPLICATIONS FOR BLOCKCHAIN
there are many papers which discuss improving previous applications, creating new applications, while designing smart contracts for different applications represents another key hot topic. Since a huge amount of the current Internet services are developed in a centralized manner, researchers have tried to explore decentralized structures to deal with increasing security problems and limitations of the current Internet services. Except for the initial financial applications, more research focusing on some certain areas related to Internet services, such as the Internet of Things(IoT) [14] , public and social services [16] , cloud services [17] and other Internet services such as reputation [18] and crowdsourcing [19] are also being conducted.
C. EVALUATION AND CHALLENGES
since blockchain combines multiple technologies to ensure an immutable, irrevocable and traceable ledger, there are some related works centered on evaluating and analyzing VOLUME 7, 2019 the overhead and performance of the proposed decentralized architecture, including throughput and latency, scalability, fault tolerance, protocol and network security. On the basis of evaluation, some challenges about current blockchain platforms can be found, such as storage capacity of blockchain, the process of automation, the security and efficiency of smart contracts and so on.
In summary, the above mentioned works are limited to some specific Internet services, whilst in comparison, this research mainly aims to conceptualize a blockchain-based decentralized framework with much broader goals, such as providing a direction or vision to guide future design and implementation of decentralized protocols, and presenting the key requirements of building blockchain-based internet service architecture for the future research and development.
III. CURRENT CHALLENGES IN INTERNET SERVICE ARCHITECTURES
Internet service architectures typically cover the basic communication between heterogeneous networks that may differ internally in terms of hardware, software, or technical design. Building a secure, layered service architecture is vitally important to ensure that all commercial requirements as well as the user's demands are achieved, but not at the expense of a robust and trusted security model. Software security mechanisms have evolved from a single-tier architecture, to two-tier architecture, and to the current multi-tier architecture [3] , [46] (refer to table 2) . Through this evolution, it can easily be seen that the existing security mechanisms are centralized or have a locally centralized architecture.
A. SINGLE-TIER SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
this architecture is used for simple Internet services in which the user interface and data access are combined into one single program integrated into a single platform [47] . In this architecture, the control and data plane share the same host server (figure 2). This architecture is very easy to implement in the early stages of service deployment, however, it is unable to satisfy complex applications as it introduces a single point of processing (bottlenecks) as well as a single point of failure. Also, the security mechanisms for single-tier services consider authentication and authorization. Authentication is used to verify the identity of a user, while authorization manages what a user can or cannot access, focusing on permissions.
B. TWO-TIER SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
this architecture separates the control plane acting as an interface for a single host machine, from the data plane which is used to store data on another server [48] . Separating these two components into different locations represents a two-tier architecture (as depicted in Figure 3 ). Although the database server is separated from the single server deployed in single-tier architecture, servers still remain a potential single point of failure within the two-tier service architecture. 
C. MULTI-TIER SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
this architecture divides different components into multiple planes according to their functions. Each plane runs on a separated server [49] . Multi-tier can be classified into two main types depending on the control mechanism: distributed and centralized control (as shown in figures 4(a) and 4(b)). A distributed control plane allocates control protocol functions across multiple processor levels in the network, while a centralized control plane, like the SDN network architecture, aims to improve network performance in terms of providing centralized network management capabilities [50] . Both methods provide compartmentalization and avoid a single point of failure. Although the implementation of a multi-tier service architecture could help to enhance system security, it still uses several controllers to concentrate on published Internet services or applications.
Existing Internet service architectures can utilize high speed data transmission and enable the efficient use of resources. However, as shown in Table 2 , there are several limitations and challenges that need to be addressed, especially with regards to application security and scalability issues [51] . Some of these issues are:
Currently, the huge amount of power which services such as Google and Facebook have as reliable sources of information, has turned them into gatekeepers of informationthe public can only believe them based on trust. For example, if Google wants to express some fake and misleading content to the users, there is virtually no method to stop them. The recent anecdotal swing of the 2016 USA federal election to the Republican Party due to the spread VOLUME 7, 2019 of fake news via trusted social network platforms like Facebook and Twitter highlighted that the trust can be misplaced [52] .
E. MANY SOURCES RELY ON THEIR OWN DATA
Almost every Internet company or business has its own data center, where it stores user data and runs its 75850 VOLUME 7, 2019 own applications. This requires some serious security, as they are large and obvious targets for hackers attempting to steal sensitive data. But, due to self-reliance, when centralized services such as LinkedIn or Gmail fail, all associated applications that depend on them are unavailable. This creates a very visible and widespread concern when such services fail.
F. LACK OF SECURITY FOR PRIVATE DATA
The existing Internet service architectures also involve privacy concern problems. Users are unaware of what occurs behind the walled gardens of centralized Internet services. In other words, users are not notified of how much of their private data is being gathered by these services and what purposes the data will be used for. Recent (May 2018) [53] legislative changes in Europe with the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) highlight the seriousness of the issue. Application service providers with clients in Europe scrambled, some seemingly at the last moment, to be compliant with the legislation. Unfortunately, such compliance did not necessarily extend to clients in other non-European countries, and a universal, international regulatory protection is currently lacking.
The birth and development of blockchain aims to solve the privacy and trust problems faced by the current Internet services. It would remove single points of failure due to distributed ledgers. Blockchain would prevent single data storage based on peer-to-peer networking, as opposed to traditional client-server models. Blockchain would also enhance competition by avoiding lock-ins and giving users full control of their data [54] .
IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN BLOCKCHAIN VS TRADITIONAL SECURITY MECHANISM FOR THE INTERNET SERVICES
Contrary to traditional security mechanisms for common Internet services, blockchain technology is based on decentralized transaction and data management which is able to provide anonymity, safety and data integrity [55] . There is no need for a third-party organization to control the blockchain transactions, making this field a vast area of research to deal with limitations and enhancements within the current Internet service architecture. Blockchain combines multiple technologies to ensure an immutable, irrevocable and traceable blockchain ledger [56] . This section will discuss the security of blockchain technology through different planes in the Internet service architecture (data, control, network and application planes) compared with traditional centralized-based mechanism.
A. DATA PLANE
The data plane manages the required data, such as data storage, sharing and retrieval. The main difference between a traditional database and the blockchain database is data structure. The most common data structure of traditional Internet services is a database table that in essence consists of a two-dimensional array indexed by a row and column value. Other data structures such as b-tree and a user-defined vector are also in common use. Traditional database management is operated by one or several controllers on the basis of a hierarchical data structure and have been principally secured against hackers over network security mechanisms like network-based intrusion detection systems (IDS) and firewalls. However, these security mechanisms are still high risk. For instance, if one table in the database is corrupted, the operation of the whole database is potentially compromised and the data access would be lost [51] . Even if appropriate maintenance processes are in place, data loss may still occur even after a rollback or table restoration. Unlike the traditional Internet services, blockchain is based on Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) [57] , which is spread across several nodes or computing devices. Blockchain uses a chain data structure based on cryptography algorithms (such as Merkel tree and hash function) consisting of a transaction, block and a chain as shown in Figure 5 . A transaction is an operation that causes a change to the whole ledger between nodes and a block is composed of a header and a long list of transactions. All nodes in the system maintain a long chain of blocks which are linked and secured against tampering by the application of cryptography techniques. The composite structure ''block (complete history) + chain (complete verification) = timestamp'' provides an integrated and immutable database. This structure provides a better data integrity for the system when compared with traditional services.
B. CONTROL PLANE
The control plane advertises and displays information related to services available on the Internet. The control protocols used in Internet services can be divided into three main types: centralized, distributed and decentralized models. Contemporary Internet services use a globally centralized controller or a locally-centralized controller to communicate with the data plane as well as the application plane. Centralized control is usually comprised of one device that deals with tasks such as I/O connectivity, motion control and so on [58] .By using a centralized mechanism, administrators have the ability to effectively manage the traffic data from different locations. Since the control calculations are performed in the central device, the computing capacity demands have to be significantly higher with corresponding and security requirements which have to mitigate the associated risks. In order to overcome this, a distributed control structure was illustrated [59] using locations and facilities re-optimizing, which shows good scalability in simulations. Research has found that using a distributed model to provide Internet service could prevent service break resulting from the loss of networking or power [60] . Although the implementation of distributed control model focuses on allocating control protocol functions across multiple processor levels in the network, they had a centralized platform to provide services, which is not consistent with the requirement of building Internet services in a decentralized way. Decentralization is basically to distribute constraint and dominance from the central authority to peripheries in order to weaken the centralized organizations' function with secured benefits [61] - [63] , which can makes use of the information exchanged between distributed controllers allocated within the control plane. This process can ease the access control and revocation within the system [58] . The blockchain utilizes decentralized control as independent organizations or individuals are usually distributed geographically. The main advantage of decentralized control is that the presentation authority is delegated to the individual nodes throughout the network rather than limiting it to a few executive nodes. Figure 6 depicts a comparison between the centralized, distributed and decentralized control plane.
C. NETWORK PLANE
Traditional Internet services use a client-server infrastructure. Each user acts as client and can query data that is stored on a centralized server. Since the centralized control is accountable for database administration, if the authority's security is compromised, the data can be modified or even deleted [64] . In contrast, blockchain is based on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network structure consisting of several decentralized peers. In terms of data integrity, blockchain defines a set of protocols, which verify each participating node in the network when a new transaction is created. Then, the new transaction record is integrated into the block only after the majority of nodes reach a verification consensus. Regarding data storage, blockchain is based on a distributed architecture, where each node has a backup of the whole ledger. This means that if a node is corrupted or in-accessible, the integrity of the database will not be affected. Hence, through the distributed transmission of data, record of transactions and distributed storage, the entire architecture can be defined as decentralized in nature. This decentralized architecture improves the speed, flexibility and security by reorganizing the application service network, and it provides for a more efficient local control and execution capability of a service [65] (Figure 7 ).
D. APPLICATION PLANE
Many Internet applications can be generally considered as centralized applications that focus processing in one host or in a cluster of coupled computers in a single location. For instance, the purchase process from EBay website can go through PayPal. PayPal is a typical centralized application that concentrates all transactions between the seller and buyer. If PayPal's data-center or cluster is compromised, its transactional history and balances can no longer be trusted leading to further service disruption to those that rely on PayPal. Decentralized applications (Dapps) differ from centralized applications and are a type of software program on the Internet that are designed in a way that they are not being controlled by any single entity. In order to have an ideal service or blockchain application, there should be no human intervention in the operation which leads the formation of an autonomous organization that is decentralized. The autonomy can help to share the profit and the cost into the blocks [66] . There are noticeable common features of Dapps which are completely hosted by peer-to-peer blockchain system:
• Applications must be completely open-source with no entity controlling the majority of its tokens.
• The application's data and records of operation must be cryptographically stored in a publicly-accessible distributed manner. In this way, it can avoid any central points of failure.
• The application must use a cryptographic token -this is required for accessing the application and any contributions should be rewarded with the application's tokens.
• The application will reward contributors in the community according to a proof of value concept which is predefined by standard cryptographic techniques. Figure 8 illustrates the differences of centralized and decentralized application plane. Table 3 lists the comparisons between traditional Internet services and blockchain-based Internet services.
E. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INTERNET SERVICE ARCHITECTURE IN DEMAND
Based on the above discussion, we can see that contemporary Internet service architectures are showing an inability to efficiently respond to the increasing challenges in many aspects, especially in terms of service security and privacy. We explained the main reasons why blockchain technology can improve the security of traditional centralized-based Internet service.
1) END-DATA MONOPOLIES
While a data monopoly provides an appropriate business for tech giants, from a user's perspective, it is not fair that this data can be freely obtained from end-users and then monetized. [67] .
2) END-SURVEILLANCE ON THE INTERNET
The private data and activity of users is monitored and collected by various services, typically without the consent or knowledge of the user. This is at the expense of a user owning and controlling their identity and security.
3) PERMISSIONLESS INNOVATION IS REINTRODUCED TO THE INTERNET
We need to build an open or public application service network instead of private or proprietary services. Then, regardless of where you are and which service or application you VOLUME 7, 2019 use, interoperability and sharing of information is facilitated and transparent.
In summary, the blockchain-based Internet service architecture is to build a decentralized structure with distributed data verification on which modern internet services can run. The innovation of blockchain-based Internet service architecture is the database technology serving as ''the chain of blocks linked using cryptography'', which is to provide constant and security connectivity for dynamic network. In addition, the consensus and incentive mechanism of the blockchain will also provide fairness, trustworthy and scalability to upper-layer applications.
V. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INTERNET SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
In the previous section, the key concepts of blockchain through different planes in the Internet services were discussed which try to address the issues of security of the information maintained by the network. This section will describe how blockchain technology can be built into a layered Internet service architecture and a case study for blockchain-based IoT for neuro-informatics was proposed to explain the feasibility of the proposed architecture before implementation.
A. VISION OF BUILDING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INTERNET SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
This section presents a totally decentralized, multi-tier Internet service architecture for characterizing and standardizing the typical features and main components of blockchain and briefly describes the underlying structure of each plane. As shown in Figure 9 , blockchain-based Internet services can run on a fully peer-to-peer (P2P) basis. Each node in the network can act as both client and server and compared to current services, clients do not reply on a central server which thereby facilitates interaction. The new architecture is a web of connected nodes which make up the network itself. These nodes communicate with each other to maintain, measure and update the new entries in the database. All nodes work together to guarantee they reach a consensus to provide the network with in-built security.
1) DATA PLANE
this plane manages multichain data with related cryptography methods to maintain the blockchain database in an ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) style. The data plane also performs necessary required database actions such as create, insert and update [68] . A basic blockchain selects a peer based on the winner of a consensus competition of block hash and it will be authorized to create a new block and add it to the chain structure, encapsulating all transaction data with a specific timestamp generated over the Internet between nodes. For the design of multi-chain databases, the storage structure, data management, verification mechanism and cross-chain anchoring method are four key components. The Merkle tree and block hash are used to secure verification of content in a large dataset, and help to verify the content and consistency of the data while block hash combined with timestamp makes block chain manipulation harder for an adversary. The traceability of the blockchain data is also enabled [33] . Another aspect in this plane is the anchoring between multichains, with each multichain blockchain having a set of blockchain parameters determining the chain's behavior. Different blockchains can also use predefined proofs such as Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) [69] to ensure data security and non-tampered. In this way, data can be transmitted between different blockchains, which engenders more extensive application prospects.
Based on the decentralized multichain structure, peers are equally privileged without central administrators or hierarchical entities and can be considered as full user-centric and light-weight peers. Any new datum or block created by one peer will be broadcast to all monitoring nodes in the network. Every node stores all blockchain data, which can be easily synchronized and maintained in the event of the node's failure. In this way, massive amounts of data can be shared amongst completely decentralized Internet entities.
2) CONSENSUS PLANE
this plane packages all consensus algorithms for all Internet peers in the network. These algorithms enable participants to agree on the contents of the blockchain in a distributed and trustless manner. Essentially, a consensus algorithm is used for Internet tasks that can be crowd-sourced. Current consensus algorithms are relatively slow to converge and do not support the satisfactory processing and confirmation speeds required for instant services. Therefore, there is a need to design a reasonable crowd-sourcing mechanism with an incentive capability that enables rewards for each peer across the Internet while ensuring data security [70] . Specifically, it is related to intrachain proof and interchain proof, and the overall consensus service is based on the dynamic collaborations between different service providers. Since the transaction verification is the key problems of consensus process, it is better to select verification nodes dynamically rather than the whole nodes. This can greatly increase the cost of malign peers and reduce the communication delay in the consensus process, thus the designing of consensus algorithms could considered the adjustment of workload (such as service transaction volume+ transaction age) to determine the difficulty of mining nodes and the consensus representative selection.
3) APPLICATION PLANE
this plane is commonly accessed to provide Internet services. This acts as an interface between users and the underlying planes, where actual applications are defined such as applied data mining, machining learning, intelligent assistants and other Internet applications. Traditional applications follow a centralized client-server model that directly controls the flow of information from a single center. All individual clients are totally dependent on centralized services such as Google, Facebook, Amazon and other mainstream services [69] to send requests and receive responses. A decentralized application plane allows different types of applications that use a point-to-point communication model. Designing application is mainly composed with three main modules: a construction module which designs the internetworking mode between multiple service providers to ensure scalable data storage and secure access control, an authority module which is responsible for the permissions related to the contents or contributions of each participants, and a transaction module which is responsible for exchanging the information or value between nodes. Section V-C presents a detailed case study of a blockchain-based IoT for neuro-informatics application.
4) CONTRACT PLANE
this plane encapsulates various scripts, algorithms and smart contracts. Users can define self-request, self-verifying, self-executing and self-response rules via a personalized smart contract. The contract plane provides essential services to the decentralized application plane as well as the control plane, making them programmatic smart properties. For instance, when executing a web service using the HTTP protocol, the contract plane will self-execute and return the corresponding HTTP responses to predefined HTTP requests without any intervention from a third-party. Each response needs to satisfy the consensus algorithms deployed in the consensus plane. After response verification, the new response can be updated in the data plane. The key points to design smart contracts are transaction processing, storage mechanism and complete status identification. The transactions mainly include request and response messages between service providers and users, and when these transactions are transferred into smart contracts, the status identification will be triggered and updated. If the predefined conditions (such as agreed time and event) are satisfied, then smart contracts are executed to guarantee all the chains run the deployed functions automatically.
B. TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY
The integration of blockchain in the internet service architecture could solve many problems that the current architectures face. The role of a blockchain-based mechanism for internet services is detailed by the following aspects: 1) Improve data security for personal content storage:
personal information is very important for each customer during service interaction. Thus, these contents should be clearly identified and data integrity should be ensured. Blockchain can provide a reliable peer-to-peer communication with security and traceable measures over a untrusted network. 2) Provide a reliable incentive scheme based on consensus mechanism: incentives are what encourage communities of participants to cooperate and create the value that ensure the success of internet services. Another advantage of this integration is the possibility to make incentive trusted decisions since the blockchain can ensure that all participants of a decentralized network share identical contents and get consensus. This assurance can allow the system to reach an agreement over the whole network and to have global collaboration between the different entities. 3) Provide scalability to support multiple internet services: sharing of multiple internet services is related to multiple corporations, and the exchange of value will also involve multiple accounts. Blockchain can support complex transactions by simply using smart contracts which have excellent scriptable programmability, and this would increase the fundamental baseline extensibility needed to support different types of internet services.
C. A CASE STUDY
One of the most popular applications evolving in Internet services is IoT for neuro-informatics, which is used to manage and process various biomedical signals and human health information to support lab-based learning and modeling. Traditional IoT solutions for neuro-informatics is always based on browser-server or client-server architectures, with all functional modules deployed on the central server. Although this model is efficient and easy to maintain, it has some high security risks, such as single point of failure, denial of service attack (DOS), human privacy concerns and so on.
In view of this, we can integrate a blockchain-based Internet service architecture into the signal processing and control to achieve a trustworthy neuro-informatics system. The system architecture is shown in Figure 10 , which describes the entire blockchain-based architecture.
1) BLOCK DATA STRUCTURE
The case data is verified and stored in the blockchain database maintained by each peer in the network. When a web user sends a request for neuro information acquisition or creation into the system, the request signed by user's private key will be considered as unprocessed transaction stored in the transaction pool. After transaction verification, it will be added into a new block. Figure 11 presents the detailed block data structure used for neuro information maintenance. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Block data structure.
2) CONSENSUS LOGIC
The consensus algorithm used in data verification should be fast and efficient. In this way, we can verify the new signal information submitted by each IoT device as soon as possible, and also evaluate the contributions of verified information. The whole process flow is shown in Figure 12 .
The legal transaction will be packed into a new block and broadcast to all selected consensus nodes. Then we need to decide whether the new block has agreement to be added to the verification chain that is considered to be the longest chain. During the consensus process, each consensus node needs to follow the criteria as detailed below to verify each unprocessed transaction.
• The data structure of transaction must be correct.
• The input conditions and output inferences fields cannot be empty, and conform with defined size.
• The hash value of inference cannot be 0 or −1.
• The correspondence between conditions and inference should be satisfied with the rules defined in the smart contract.
• If the new transaction already exists in the transaction pool, abandon it.
• The signature of transaction must be legal.
• The size of transaction conforms with the definition.
3) SMART CONTRACT
The smart contracts deployed in the blockchain-based IoT for neuro-informatics system include the following interface functions as shown in Table 4 , and all the smart contracts will be deployed onto the Ethereum platform. Each web user interconnected into a P2P network must call these functions to implement different operations. Furthermore, various other functional modules (such as account manager, feedback manager, etc.) can be also designed and integrated into a blockchain-based system through smart contracts. 
}
The structure consists of typeID which is used to label the type of brain signals; signalInfo and healthInfo are input signal information and corresponding health report; sender and receiver are sender address and receiver address respectively; state describes the current state of this transaction.
The main algorithm (Algorithm 1) takes a neuroinformatics application with brain signals through the for each T i ∈ transactionPool do 4: broadcast T i to each node in the network; 5: calculate Merkle-tree with the corresponding T i and K i ; 6: P j = transactionValid(T i , K i ,C,L): get the peer ID who competed to be the first; 7: block new = addBlock(T i , K i ):add new block and broadcast to the whole network; 8: while True do 9: B = UpdateBlock(block new ,B); 10: end while 11: end for 12: return B 13: end if blockchain-based creation and verification mechanisms. The main loop has initial global variables T , K and C. T is a set of unprocessed transactions stored in a transaction pool. K is a set of public keys, K i is used to encrypt a corresponding transaction T i . C is the original blockchain database with a defined genesis block. Each unprocessed transaction with its corresponding public key will be verified by smart contracts and packaged into a new block. This new block will be broadcast to all the peers in the network. Then the consensus nodes will be selected based on the dynamic verification scheme to find a solution for the verification job. Finally, the new block is verified and updated in the blockchain database. assignNewTransaction() is used to receive user requests, transform these requests into the defined transaction format and add them into transactionPool. transactionValid() is used to verify a new transaction. addBlock() creates a new block and broadcasts it to the whole network. updateBlock() updates the original blockchain database when the new block reaches successful consensus by selected consensus nodes.
VI. KEY BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INTERNET SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
As stated in previous section, a layered security Internet service architecture can be built through blockchain technology. However, from a research viewpoint, there are several key technical requirements that need to be addressed for blockchain-based Internet services to reach their full potential. The key requirements are explored and summarized in the building of blockchain-based Internet service architecture as shown in Figure 13 .
A. DATABASE SECURITY
The blockchain database has shown a proven robustness to data security and integrity in cryptocurrencies, which not only supports a single blockchain, but also provides sidechains as well as multichains used by all participants through secured cryptographic protocols [70] - [72] . The advent of decentralized databases built on blockchain technology creates new requirements, as they will exchange massive volumes of data that need to be stored and managed. The following requirements are investigated:
1) STORAGE SECURITY
decentralized storage needs to meet the demands of storing high volumes of data across the Internet. Blockchain's linked storage structure allows for one chain on the whole network. All coincident transactions are kept in the same block based on a consensus algorithm, and in the case of Bitcoin, a block is created every few minutes. However with the exponential increase of technology usage, from the point of technical implementation, there are three main methods: sidechains, sharding and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG use the sharding mechanism to scale up, which divides the super blockchain network into several sub-chain networks (each sub-chain network we call a shard) consisting of part of peers. IoT Chain (ITC) [79] , Byteball [80] and IOTA [81] are the most applicable examples of the DAG structure. These new implementations are scalable, light-weight and decentralized, making them more suitable for large-scale networks and they also support different types of transactions being recorded on different chains simultaneously. The storage potential of enhancing the single-chain blockchain storage into sidechains, sharding and DAG [81] structures can be seen in Figure 14 .
2) DATA MANAGEMENT in a traditional database, a client can perform four basic functions on data: Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD commands). Since blockchain data is permanently stored and is immutable, the operations associated with blockchain are creating and reading, which means that there is no native deletion or update. Reading can query and retrieve existing data from blocks indexed by their hash value with some other attributes. Writing is delayed by waiting for block creation, and an additional mechanism is required to implement the concept of deletion and update (for example, flagging transactions as stale). A public blockchain database is a read-uncontrolled as well as write-uncontrolled database, which means any client can read a block in the existing chains, and write a new block into the chains (subject to consensus) [64] . However, with the existing technology, write operations are slow due to the transaction confirmation mechanisms which take several minutes to complete. Therefore, faster and more intelligent methods are required to maintain data with blockchain-based Internet service databases.
3) TRANSMISSION SECURITY
blockchain databases use advanced cryptographic techniques to ensure data transmission security. It involves at least two levels of security protection. Firstly, the global states are protected by a Merkel tree where the root hash is stored in the block header. Furthermore, the block history is also protected through a chain of cryptographic hash pointers [41] , [82] . Hashing is also used in encryption of transactions. There are several typical cryptographic algorithms, such as MD5, SHA1/SHA2 and SM3 [41] . As indicated by Table 5 , hash functions like MD5 and SHA1 are officially insecure, and SHA2 and SHA3 are the most popular hash functions used in blockchain databases. The Merkel tree helps achieve rapid and secured transaction verification, while the hashing and time-stamp enable integrity and traceability during transmission between peers in the network.
4) PRIVACY PROTECTION
as previously discussed, blockchain-based data storage and transmission is transparent, and users can use a digital signature to protect their privacy through the use of a public and private key pair. Public keys can be shared with everyone while private keys are kept secret. Either of the keys can be used for message encryption while the other key is used for message decryption. RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman), ECC (Elliptic-curve cryptography) and SM2 (SuperMemo) are among the most common asymmetric encryption methods used in blockchain systems [22] . Table 6 lists the key features of these digital signature methods. These asymmetric encryption methods should be further strengthened in a huge number of Internet services with multichain interaction.
B. PROTOCOL DESIGN
Since a blockchain database supports both single chain and multichain structures, there is a need to design and apply different protocols to ensure trust is inherent. The following requirements are discussed for consensus protocols used for intrachain and interchain communication.
1) INTRACHAIN PROOF PROTOCOL
The consensus protocol for single blockchains is used to achieve agreement on a single data value among distributed processes or systems. The most common consensus protocols used for single blockchains include: PoW, PoS, DPoS, Paxos, PBFT and DBFT.
• PoW: Proof of Work is one of the first utilized consensus protocols that is computationally based, requiring miners to find the solution to a puzzle. Several cryptocurrencies utilize a variant of this protocol [4] , [83] , [84] . It is a data item that is time-consuming to produce but easy to verify by others which satisfies specific necessities [85] , [86] .
• PoS: Proof of Stake is a proposal that determines who will add the next block into the blockchain based on how much stake a miner has in the network [87] -in other words, mining is done by stakeholders in the ecosystem who have the resilient motivations to be decent stewards of the system [88] , [89] .
• DPos: Delegated Proof of Stake is a newer consensus structure where users select some delegate nodes which confirm the validity of a block [90] . The network performance, resource consumption and fault tolerance of DPoS are similar with PoS [91] .
• Paxos: Paxos is a consensus protocol based on a leader role. A leader node has absolute authority and it allows other nodes to participate in supervision. All the nodes in the network have a general access mechanism. However, during the process of selection, malignant nodes cannot be allowed. Hence, fault tolerance is not available in Paxos [92] , [93] .
• PBFT: similar to Paxos, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) uses permissive voting, with the principle that the minority is subordinate to the majority [94] . In contrast, the consensus algorithm allows a 33.3% fault tolerance [95] .
• DBFT: Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (DBFT) is similar to PBFT where the main difference is based on including a leader driver with delegation to improve the efficiency of data processing [96] .
2) INTERCHAIN PROOF PROTOCOL
an efficient and secure communication protocol over the Internet and is the most in-demand technology for blockchain-based Internet services. As multichain blockchains can allow for large storage capacities, together with higher data integrity and transparency, multichain is a suitable solution [97] . Among multichain technologies, cross-chain communication is one of the key issues. Key types of cross-chain technologies are outlined below.
• Notary schemes: these are the most common schemes used for routing payments across diverse digital ledgers through the separation of receivers and senders from the risk of intermediary failures. This protocol is invoked by hosts over higher-level protocol modules in an interledger environment [98] . Figure 15 ledger module which would create a Ripple transaction with the interledger packet attached to the Ripple Consensus algorithm [99] . Then, the Ripple address would be derived from the interledger address that might be connected to other ledgers via the local ledger interface.
• Relays: this technology uses building blocks that allow contracts to securely verify blockchain transactions without any intermediaries. They can also act as a smart contract that stores block headers. Then, these block headers are being used to build a mini-version of the blockchain [100] (refer to figure 16 ). Bitcoin also uses this method to achieve Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) light wallets. The work flow is divided into three steps: i) relayers constantly submit blockchain headers; ii) transactions are submitted to be verified; iii) verified transactions will be replayed to the smart contract.
Relays belong to the early stage of cross-chain communication technology. They combine two different blockchains with a defined smart contract. The applied trust model is similar to the single blockchain and chains do not fail or suffer from 51% consensus attacks. A typical example implemented by relays is BTC (Bitcoin) relays that connects Ethereum and Bitcoin using a smart contract [101] , where clients can pay for Ethereum usage via Bitcoin payment. Another example is RootStock (RSK) [102] which is a smart-contract platform that incorporates a Turing Complete Virtual Machine (TCVM) with Bitcoin. Relays also provide some network enhancements such as better scalability and faster transaction features which will also enable new usage scenarios.
• Hash-locking: this is a key technology of the lightning network. Single blockchain has limitations such as the transaction rate (of the order of a few transactions per second in the whole network), and the verification of new blocks which require relatively long time durations by consensus nodes [103] , [104] . Both these problems bring difficulties when extending the application capabilities of blockchain-based Internet services.
Hash locking provides an extended channel that restricts the spending of an output until a specified piece of data is publicly revealed. Hash-locking has the useful property that once any hash-lock is opened publicly, any other hash-lock secured using the same key can also be opened [105] (Figure 17 ). For instance, if two users (Alice and Bob) make a Hashed Timelock Contract (HTLC) protocol before communication, the blockchain system will lock the lightning network between them (Alice and Bob), until Bob can return a hash value within 3 days. If this hash value is correct, Alice can transfer money to Bob immediately. Therefore, if two peers pre-set a hash-lock contract, then they can achieve instant and multiple transactions between each other. However, although hash-locking can realize the exchange of digital assets, it cannot support cross-chain contracts. Hence, hash-locking applications are limited.
• Distributed private key control: this is a hybrid protocol that combines some single blockchain protocols together. Private assets can be mapped to a public blockchain through a distributed private key and control technology, which can realize lock-in and unlocked modes. A lock-in model is the process focusing on retaining the control and mapping of assets, while unlocked is the reverse operation of the lock-in process, allowing control power to be returned to the owner. Figure 18 shows the basic function of distributed private key control [106] .
As an example, fusion [104] is a popular distributed private key control platform. Fusion ensures that nobody can access the complete private key, making sure that no single node can obtain the control of the completely digital ledger. In addition, Fusion is based on the Hierarchical Hybrid Consensus Mechanism (HHCM) combining the PoS and PoW blockchain protocols, and it utilizes parallel computing to group nodes, thereby achieving a favorable balance of efficiency and safety.
• Notary schemes + Relays: this key type combines both technologies. Relays are first used to build an efficient communication channel and Notary schemes aim to achieve instant transactions between peers in the network. One typical instance is Ether Universe [107] (as shown in Figure 19 ). Ether Universe connects different blockchain networks such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, EOS and others via 'connectors' used in Notary schemes and 'verification' used in Relays.
Ether Universe inherits the advantages of EOS, which can process millions of transactions per second and generate corresponding transaction snapshots at the same time. Ether Universe is a very recent addition to the cross-chain platform which requires further evaluation.
3) PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE
Consensus algorithms are designed to establish reliability in a network involving multiple unreliable nodes. For the consensus algorithms used in single blockchain, the protocol performance is mainly analyzed based on the average confirmed efficiency, resource consumption and tolerance power [108] presented in Table 7 . From Table 7 , it can be seen that PoW, PoS and other consensus algorithms are inefficient with associated issues of serious energy consumption. Hence, these algorithms cannot meet the performance requirements of blockchain-based Internet services. Considering the poor consensus and energy performance of most current intrachain protocols, the design of new intrachain protocol should be satisfied with the following requirements: 1) Dynamic verification: is able to perceive and adjust the mining structure for different networking environments. In addition, dynamic verification also reflects the more efficient usage of computing resources such as CPU load, memory, bandwidth and so on. Hence, the performance of an intrachain protocol should have a stable longer-term decrease use of resources. 2) High-throughput and low delay: high-throughput means the intrachain protocol can process more verification requests per unit time and the low delay is related VOLUME 7, 2019 to the transaction cost. The intrachain protocol should optimize the user experience and reduce waiting times. 3) Low power consumption: to support large-scale internet services, the design of node selection strategy, grouping verification and node management can be used to reduce power consumption. Here, the key features between the different cross-chain communication technologies in Table 8 are compared and discussed by the following presented criteria.
• Trust model: proof principles used between separated chains.
• Usable for cross contract: the difficulty level of smart contracts deployed into multichain structure.
• Transaction speed: the transaction processing performance during mining. Considering the above criteria for an interchain protocol, Notary schemes and Hash-locking have difficulty in support cross-chain smart contracts, and thus, they have poor scalability. Relays have low transaction speed and high delay, which is also not suitable for various internet services. It is necessary to design a hybrid interchain protocol to support concurrent processing of diversified services that satisfy the following requirements.
1) Anchoring between multi-chains to guarantee nontampering: the transactions between chains should be linked by two-way peg 1 or other similar strategies to ensure reliable transmission and avoid double cost. 2) Efficient verification of cross-chain transactions: a shorter block interval can make transaction verification more efficient, but it may cause increased chain forking that reduces the network availability. Thus, the design of an interchain protocol should consider the trade-off between verification time and the number of forks. 3) Cooperative consensus based on dynamic construction strategy: the consensus nodes selected from different chains are used to build a set of verification nodes. The dynamic construction strategy should be based on the computing power, the credibility of the node and other factors to make sure that the selection of verification nodes is uncontrollable.
C. APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
In this subsection, several key requirements of applications for various Internet services are listed.
1) SCALABLE (MASSIVE) USER SUPPORT
At present, basic Internet services such as web-based shopping sites like Amazon and Internet email hosts like Gmail have a massive number of user accounts. Therefore, in order to deploy a new Internet service architecture on the basis of the blockchain platform, the architecture has to support massive numbers of users, and avoid the resulting problems related to network performance, while also giving consideration to expandability storage.
2) SECURITY OF PRIVATE KEYS
the user experience is an important indicator of Internet services. It is inefficient and possibly insecure to use a haphazard, guessable string as an account or password identifier for each user. In addition, if a user loses their authentication details, there is a need for authentication mechanisms to re-establish the identity. Contemporary systems apply two-factor authentication. However, it is desirable to have a set of security mechanisms to store private keys combining the blockchain platform and application layer [22] .
3) AUTHORITY CONTROL data sharing and transparency are very sensitive topics for business services. Simultaneously, as a mutual trust between peers is being built, there is a need to guarantee the privacy of commercially-sensitive information as well as individual privacy, as they are included in the basic philosophy of the blockchain-based service architecture.
4) DEVELOPMENT COST
the convenience and reliability of application development determines the success of blockchain deployment. During the development phase, there is a need to put into consideration the costs of development including the technical, time and labor costs [109] .
D. CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
A blockchain-based Internet service architecture provides two levels of contracts: standard and smart contracts. A standard contract is suitable for simple scenarios and is always deployed or encapsulated when the blockchain is initially created (only simple commands are supported). A smart contract aims to solve more complex scenarios and it exposes many API interfaces for arbitrary programming that developers can use to make complex agreements between different nodes [110] . The key requirements of standard and smart contracts have been outlined in Figure 20 .
1) CONTRACT STRUCTURE
the standard contract can be considered as the cryptography mechanism used inside the blockchain platform as described in previous sections. The standard contract cannot be updated and deleted after being deployed in the blockchain system. On the other hand, the smart contract includes fully-featured scripted programming, made up of a set of rules running on VOLUME 7, 2019 top of a blockchain-based system. The smart contract is also proposed to reduce transactional costs and guarantee a greater degree of security [110] . The main structures used in standard and smart contracts are shown in Figure 20 .
2) INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
the contract interface should be designed according to the blockchain database model. Operations related to contracts can be classified into two levels: static and dynamic. The static level aims to define the relationship between users and objects. For instance, a standard contract can be used to create an account and declare the owned assets. The dynamic level focuses on operations between users and users or users and objects. For instance, a smart contract can be used to define restrictions with regard to asset transfers, updating account information, access control and so on. The following specifications should satisfy the contract interface: i) Embody the principles of interface isolation. ii) Interface definition and encapsulation should be related to different service fields.
iii) Support a stateless interface call, which is independent of previous operations or previous relationships.
3) CONTRACT EVALUATION
although smart contracts are used in many blockchain platforms and are driven by many different types of services, it is necessary to determine the evaluation measures of smart contracts [39] . After understanding the ways to apply smart contracts with detailed insights, there is a need to measure the performances and challenges when they are deployed, such as formal descriptions, contract model verification, consistency tests and so on [111] , [112] (Figure 21 ). 
VII. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INTERNET TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
In the section VI, different technical requirements for each plane in the internet service architecture were discussed. With these requirements in mind, the researchers envision that blockchain technology will remarkably advance and become the basis for building completely trustworthy Internet service architecture that can tackle privacy and trust issues that are currently encountered with today's Internet services. In this section, the key trends and challenges which blockchain-based Internet development tries to address with respect to the proposed requirements are noted.
A. BLOCKCHAIN TRENDS FOR FUTURE INTERNET SERVICES
Over the past few years, along with the rapid development of the Internet, there are five main Internet technologies which have mainly influenced the early development of blockchain [113] (shown in figure 22 ), including TCP/IP [114] , Routers [115] , Web applications [116] , P2P [117] and information security technology [118] . Based on these five main influences, blockchain attempts to build a decentralized structure to achieve new applications using cryptographic methods.
It can be seen that the TCP/IP protocol is the basic technology and de facto standard for the transport and networks layers of a layer-based approach for internetworking, but now blockchain technology is one of the new technologies in the associated application layer. Blockchain is the technological imitation of router technology from the network layer to the application layer, that performs traffic routing decision functions required on the Internet. With the development of web applications, two main application structures have emerged: browser/server and client/server model. However, both models are based on centralized or locally centralized controllers to concentrate on Internet services or applications, while blockchain attempts to change them to a decentralized structure. In 2000, a P2P network was proposed to partition tasks or workloads among peers which is the foundation of blockchain technology. Then, following the many information security technologies used for Internet services, blockchain used several cryptographic methods to build a transparency and trustworthy mechanism to support transactions between different peers. Thus there is an inextricable connection between the development of the Internet and blockchain technology.
B. TRENDS IN BLOCKCHAIN-SYSTEMS
Up to now, blockchain technology has been steadily developing from the original Bitcoin protocol for digital currency to the second generation Ethereum platform integrated with smart contracts [119] . Today, we are in the process of building what is unofficially termed blockchain 3.0 and future-generational blockchain 4.0 [120] , [121] . In this section, we provide a simple description about how the technology is evolving from its initial form, to become a fully-edged globally distributed system as shown in Figure 23 . Blockchain 1.0 is completely dedicated to the digital currency. The typical platforms that are supported are the mining of Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies such as Litecoin [122] , Dogecoin [123] and so on. The consensus algorithm utilizes Proof of Work (PoW) which is only used in the public chain. Blockchain 1.0 guarantees distributed storage, allows data sharing between nodes, and enables transparency in transactional processing [108] .
In Blockchain 2.0, some new cryptographic methods such as the Merkle tree were added into the data plane to more efficiently manage the transactions. In addition, apart from PoW and PoS, other consensus algorithms used in public chains, private chains or consortium chains, such as DPos and PBFT, were proposed to reduce the volume of transactions [124] , [125] . The most important improvement was the utilization of the smart contract, which automatically executes small computer programs when certain conditions are met [108] . Smart contracts aimed to reduce the cost of verification and execution, while aiding fraud prevention. The most prominent system in this version of blockchain was Ethereum, proposed in 2013. This version allows the formation and transfer of digital assets and other financial applications. The main limitations of Blockchain 1.0 and 2.0 are the energy consumption,volume of transactions and cost [108] .
In order to tackle the limitations in blockchain 1.0 and 2.0, a third generation of blockchain platforms was proposed to support different blockchain data structures, proof protocols and the development of various areas rather than financial applications. However, it still has some limitations such as the efficiency of consensus, security of smart contract and interoperability of multichain [126] , [127] .
With the rise of new industrial technology, known as Industry 4.0, a fourth generation of blockchain platforms is being presented to provide ideal solutions to satisfy business demands. Blockchain 4.0 aims to improve the consensus efficiency, the scalability of blockchain networks, the energy requirements of computation and so on, thereby tailoring blockchain to real, contemporary and future environments.
C. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
Based on the above discussions, the evolving key requirements which enable blockchain to be able to communicate and interoperate over the Internet, maintain a global and reliable repository of information [126] can be found. However, blockchain is also faced with multiple challenges and research problems that need to be resolved. Generally, three criteria are always used to assess the blockchain technology: decentralization, scalability and consistency. There is a tradeoff among these three characteristics, for example, the applications based on Bitcoin and Ethereum platforms are decentralized and consistent, where every full node stores all the data without centralized control, but they suffer in the lack of true scalability (which is exhibited by the duration of several minutes needed for one block confirmation). To apply the blockchain-based internet service, we summarize future challenges mapped to proposed key requirements as shown in Table 9 .
From table 9, it can be seen that there are a few challenges that need to be addressed before the current blockchain technologies can concurrently assure decentralization, scalability and consistency with billions of transactions in each second. Here, we outline the main challenges to six areas: 1) Storage capacity: in blockchain, there is a requirement for all transactions to be stored in each node and this record is immutable, ensuring data integrity and continuity. However, this introduces the problem of excessive system storage due to the characteristics of non-erasable and distributed storage. Therefore, there is a need to design and develop an optimized model of decentralized but robust, reliable and load-balanced storage to allocate data based on the performance of individual nodes. 2) Consensus performance and efficiency: the consensus protocol plays a key role in the scalability of blockchain networks. However, the current consensus methods always require long verification times for transactions, even when there is a relatively small number of nodes. It can be seen that the performance and efficiency of current consensus protocols needs to be improved. 3) Protocol scalability: current blockchain protocols are effective in securing and managing the data stored within the network. However, newer systems fail to scale after some threshold of record and network size [108] . In order to maintain a coherent and synchronized state of information, a blockchain data structure, in particular for multichain data should be provided to enable communication in a secure and efficient manner without affecting security. This also involves the challenge of both identifying and determining the number of nodes that should have a transaction validation role in order to ensure the best protocol efficiency. 4) Resource consumption: since a small fee is required as an incentive to pay miners for maintaining the distributed ledger (by solving a computationallyexpensive problem), this scheme is not satisfactory for massive volumes of transactions due to the prohibitive power (and fiscal) cost. As a consequence, there is a need to seek diminished global power consumption. 5) Personalization mining: providing methods to personalize blockchain for specific Internet services is another important challenge. Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms can help to solve this by making different parts of the blockchain 'smarter'. For example, node behavior can be learned via their history of actions to make intelligent decisions. In another example, deciding whether a node should be used in transaction verification or determining the weighting/contribution level of different nodes in the whole network is challenging. 6) Contract performance: the contracts used in blockchainbased systems are computer programs intended to facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or performance of a prior agreement. Unfortunately, current smart contracts do not use the full potential of arbitrary programs, which would allow for a much more semantically-rich environment and a lack of associated contract evaluation. When an arbitrary contract code is enabled, the code requires a rigorous and robust compilation and evaluation system to determine contract pre and postconditions. Otherwise, the fulfillment of a contract may be vague and subject to unwanted side effects or errors. Another limitation is that contracts cannot change what should in essence be stored due to the current immutability of blocks (or the underlying immutable database metaphor). A layer enabling mutable objects to be stored (distributed and decentralized) is also required but not at the expense of the trust and integrity of the data.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have conducted a comprehensive survey on current informative Internet service architectures together with blockchain technologies used to understand the challenges of the internet service architectures and the benefits of blockchain compared with traditional centralized-based mechanism. We presented the vision of building a blockchain-based Internet service architecture which was designed to achieve a trustworthy Internet in a decentralized manner, then discussed its key technical requirements from different aspects related to the proposed architecture, and analyzed the trends and challenges mapping to these key requirements. The main purpose of this study is to guide more detailed and innovative solutions to implement the future trustworthy Internet service. This style of service architecture will not only meet the massive information requirements of contemporary and emerging systems, but also coupled with the secure, fair and scalable environments such systems are currently lacking. LEANDRO DISIUTA received the B.S. degree in mechatronics engineering (automation and control) and the M.Sc. degree in electrical engineering with an emphasis on aerospace biomedical engineering from the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, in 2011 and 2014, respectively. He is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in computer engineering with the University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia. His research interests include smart systems and remote laboratories.
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